Hyrax: Fail-in-Place Server Operation in Cloud Platforms
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Abstract

Today’s cloud platforms handle server hardware failures by shutting down the affected server and only turning it back online once it has been repaired by a technician. At cloud scale, this all-or-nothing operating model is becoming increasingly unsustainable. This model is also at odds with technology trends, such as the need for new cooling technology.

This paper introduces Hyrax, a datacenter stack that enables compute servers with failed components to continue hosting VMs while hiding the underlying degraded capacity and performance. A key enabler of Hyrax is a novel model of changes in memory interleaving when deactivating faulty memory modules. Experiments on cloud production servers show that Hyrax overcomes common hardware failures without impacting peak VM performance. In large-scale simulations with production traces, Hyrax reduces server repair requirements by 50-60% without impacting VM scheduling.

1 Introduction

Server hardware failures are quite frequent in cloud platforms. For example, a typical cloud server relies on at least 24 DIMMs, six SSDs, six fans, and two CPU sockets [48]. Even assuming optimistic annual failure rates$^1$ of 0.1% per DIMM and 0.2% per SSD, 22% of servers will have at least one failure during the typical 6-year lifetime of a cluster. In practice, repair rates are typically even higher.

The common approach to dealing with hardware failures in today’s cloud platforms is to evict all virtual machines (VMs) and stop using the affected server. The server goes back into production only once a technician has replaced all faulty components. This maintains server homogeneity, which simplifies scheduling and operation [4, 24, 32, 41, 42, 46, 61, 64, 69]. We call this the “all-or-nothing” operating model.

Recent technology trends make all-or-nothing operations increasingly unsustainable in cloud platforms. First, server power consumption increasingly requires liquid cooling, which offers performance, efficiency, and sustainability benefits [33, 63, 72]. Liquid cooling significantly increases the time and effort required to repair servers. Second, the share of total costs that are due to repairs are increasing (§2). This is in part due to servers staying in datacenters for longer$^2$. Third, all-or-nothing requires a continuous supply of spare components, which is increasingly hard to procure. Component supply chains have emerged as a barrier to further extending server lifetimes and reducing carbon emissions [7]. Fourth, the human repair process can cause interruptions to nearby servers [32], which is becoming an obstacle in cloud provider’s pursuit to improve the availability of their servers.

This paper advocates that cloud providers should move toward a fail-in-place paradigm where servers with faulted components continue to host VMs without requiring repairs. Fail-in-place operation would significantly reduce repair needs, improving costs, carbon emissions, and availability. However, fail-in-place faces multidimensional challenges in practice. First, it requires a form of graceful degradation where individual faulty components are deactivated instead of decommissioning the entire server. Unfortunately, we find that mechanisms to deactivate components are largely undocumented. Furthermore, deactivating the right component requires accurate fault diagnostics and it is unclear whether this can be achieved in practice. Second, deactivating common components such as DIMMs can significantly impact server performance due to reduced memory interleaving. This performance loss should not be exposed to VM customers. Third, the cloud platform must be able to actually use the capacity on servers with deactivated components. This requires algorithmic changes in VM scheduling and changes to adopt the cloud control plane to support heterogeneous servers.

We introduce Hyrax—the first implementation of the fail-in-place paradigm for cloud compute servers. In a multi-year study of component failures across five server generations, we find that sufficient redundancy in existing servers can overcome the most common memory and SSD device failures. While existing diagnostics can only identify a subset of component types, we empirically find that they are 95% accurate. We identify hooks in deployed firmware that enable deactivating components in ways that overcome many failure possibilities (e.g., dirty or corroded connectors or chip failures). Finally, Hyrax adds a degraded server state and corresponding scheduling rules to a production control plane to

$^1$Formerly at Microsoft Azure

$^2$Major cloud providers have moved to a minimum server lifetime of six years [7, 26, 53] for cost and sustainability reasons.
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Figure 1: Hyrax dominates all-or-nothing (AoN) operations along the entire trade-off spectrum between available resources (core hours) and the number of required server repairs (repair tickets). Different points on the trade-off spectrum are generated by varying the repair schedule, ranging from immediate repairs (IR) to performing repairs in batches at periodic intervals ranging from 1-12 months long. All numbers are normalized to those for AoN with immediate repairs, which is the common approach in today’s cloud platforms.

Hyrax overcomes the reduced performance of degraded servers by exploiting existing heterogeneity in VM sizes and configurations. Specifically, we find that the peak performance expectation of small and old VM types matches the performance offered by degraded servers. Further, we find that there are sufficiently many small and old VM types to effectively utilize the capacity of degraded servers. Hyrax also introduces scheduling optimizations for efficiency at scale.

Hyrax has been deployed for a few months on a subset of Azure clusters and a small set of component types. We report on its effectiveness on real failures and use microbenchmarks and large-scale trace-driven simulations to extrapolate a full deployment over six years. Our experience demonstrates that the fail-in-place paradigm is practical under real-world platform constraints.

To evaluate the benefits of at-scale deployment, we simulate 66 compute clusters from two geographic regions over a period of six years. Overall, Hyrax reduces the number of server repairs in a region by 50-60% depending on the region (Figure 1), while offering the same resource availability and scheduling the same VMs as today’s all-or-nothing operation. Figure 1 also shows that Hyrax’s benefits carry over to different repair schedules, including Azure’s existing repair schedule (immediate repairs) as well as previously-suggested batching of repairs [4, 5], where repairs are scheduled at periodic intervals (e.g. once per year). Furthermore, Hyrax reduces replacement rates by 40% for fans, 50% for SSDs, and 75% for memory, which enables extending server lifetimes for multiple years to amortize server costs and carbon emissions.

We hope that, by sharing our journey towards the fail-in-place paradigm, we motivate the community to invest in future cross-stack systems research to make degraded mode and fail-in-place operation significantly more efficient.

Contributions:
- The first description of design goals and constraints for support servers with deactivated components.

Limitations. Hyrax is not applicable to all repair operations. The following assumptions underpin our work.
- Hyrax focuses on server repairs, which account for the majority of technician hours in Azure datacenters. Hyrax does not reduce other technician duties, such as power, network, and cooling maintenance.
- Hyrax focuses on compute servers, where degraded operation is challenging. Storage servers often already implement variants of degraded mode (§8).

2 Background

This section reviews repair workflows and costs, typical server configurations, and cloud workloads.

Repair workflow. A software agent called Server Health Monitor (SHM) checks server error logs and component types, counts, and capacity for deviations from the expected (homogeneous) configuration. If the SHM suspects any kind of fault, the server is marked as “offline”, which signals the VM scheduler to filter out this server (Figure 2). VMs are migrated away or gracefully evicted. The server is then rebooted into a diagnostics environment. If diagnostics finds a hardware problem, it immediately creates a repair ticket [4, 32, 41, 66].

Repair tickets can point to a specific component pathway (like DIMM #4, Figure 3a) or require a manual diagnosis. After a technician resolves a ticket, e.g., by reseating connectors or swapping out components, the server is tested again to certify reliability (certification step). A reliable server is marked “online” and again becomes a candidate for hosting VMs.

Impact of all-or-nothing repairs on TCO. Server repairs are a significant component of total cost of ownership (TCO). The main components of TCO are CapEx (capital expendi-
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Figure 3: A component can appear faulty due to other component faults along the path between a core and the actual component. We call this a pathway that typically spans the socket and pins, printed circuit board (PCB), and slots/risers to the actual component like the NVMe SSD or memory DIMM.

Figure 4: A typical cloud server configuration and its component counts. We refer to the component types marked in green as degradable, as their component count is large enough that they are not a single point of failure.

ture for the purchase of servers, networking, cooling, and power infrastructure and operational costs due to energy and power (estimated at 6% of CapEx per year [19, 20, 62]), and maintenance (estimated at 5% of CapEx per year for each server [4, 66]). Maintenance costs are largely made up by technician salaries and cover maintenance of all datacenter components. At Azure, server repairs account for about half of technician work hours in the all-or-nothing operating model.

Server repairs thus account for 9% and 12% of total cost (TCO) for server lifetimes of 6 and 10 years [7], respectively. Repairs are also known to be slow [69]. At Azure, 2% of servers are waiting for repairs at any given time in the all-or-nothing operating model.

Server hardware. Figure 4 shows a typical cloud server configuration [48]. Variants of this base architecture include one or two NICs and 24-32 DIMMs; most servers use a single NIC. We note that the component count for some component types is larger than one (marked in green in Figure 4). We refer to these as degradable components as they do not represent a single point of failure.

We note that hardware components internally contain redundancy, such as spare blocks in SSDs [8, 25, 34, 44, 52, 55, 67, 68]. Moreover, the operating system and hypervisor at Azure employ an aggressive policy for offlineing memory pages to mask faulty cachelines. A repair ticket is generated for a component only when the above mechanisms cannot resolve the problem.

Cloud workload. All workloads run within virtual machines (VMs) for security and ease of management. Resources for each VM are typically preallocated at its start time to improve performance and facilitate the use of virtualization accelerators [2, 39, 60, 70, 71]. VMs come in hundreds of different types with many combinations of the number of virtual cores, memory capacity, local and remote storage options, NIC and GPU configurations.

The cloud provider has no introspection into the workloads that a customer is running inside their VMs and does not know their performance requirements. Hence, performance goals are defined in terms of peak performance, e.g., bandwidth and latency for memory and IOPS and bandwidth for SSDs. For older VM types that are scheduled on newer servers, their performance goals are defined for the server generation they were originally introduced on.

Azure’s distributed VM scheduler is called Protean [1, 9, 22, 37, 61]. Protean first forwards VM requests to a compute cluster within the specified region based on hardware requirements and available capacity. At the cluster level, Protean places VMs following a series of rules that balance tightly packing resources with spreading workloads across racks for high availability. Filter rules select which servers are considered candidates for placing each VM. They ensure that only servers are considered that can ensure the SLAs associated with the requested VM type. Preference rules rank these candidates to find the best placement. Similar to other schedulers [4, 22, 24, 32, 41, 42, 46, 61, 64, 69], Protean assumes identical hardware configurations for all servers within a cluster.

### 3 Fail in Place

The “all-or-nothing” operating model and the associated high repair frequency is costly and at odds with multiple server and data center trends. This paper pursues an alternative paradigm, which we term Fail-in-Place (FIP). In FIP, servers are allowed to exist with failed components for prolonged periods of time, sometimes forever. The main goal of FIP is to reduce repair tickets while continuing to offer the same user experience to VMs and minimal impact on cluster capacity and scheduling.

FIP is motivated by our observation that the majority of hardware repair tickets are due to the failure of degradable components. Consider Figure 5, which breaks down repair tickets at Azure into the component type that triggered them. We see that, for example, in Generation 3 clusters more than 65% of tickets are due to degradable components. Recall from Section 2 that degradable components do not represent a single point of failure as their component count per server is larger than one.

We calculate TCO based on the three dominant cost factors: Deployment years (y), CapEx (C), Maintenance (y × C × 5%), and Energy/Power (y × C × 6%). This leads to TCO(y) = C + y × 5% × C + y × 6% × C = C(1 + 0.11 × y).

---

3 Higher server generations reflect newer server and component architectures. Generation 3 is a currently highly utilized hardware generation.
For degradable component types, Figure 5 further marks in a darker shade the share of tickets that also identify a specific pathway, rather than just the component type. For example, for DIMMs, these tickets would include the specific DIMM slot (recall Figure 3a). We observe that for generations above 2, almost all repair tickets among degradable components also indicate the specific pathway.

The key idea behind FIP is to avoid repair tickets by deactivating (rather than repairing) a faulty degradable component and allowing the server to continue to host customer VMs, albeit with reduced capacity. We refer to this new server state as degraded servers.

While Figure 5 illustrates FIP’s potential to reduce repair tickets, a real FIP implementation must also satisfy the following constraints.

- $C_{\text{Performance}}$ VMs placed on degraded servers must still be able to achieve the same peak performance (e.g. memory bandwidth) expected for this VM type ($§2$).
- $C_{\text{Efficiency}}$ A FIP system must be able to effectively use the capacity on degraded servers. For example, it must not strand one resource (e.g., CPUs) because another resource is degraded (e.g., memory).
- $C_{\text{Capacity}}$ A FIP system must continue to be able to satisfy a region’s demand for VM resources. In particular, VMs must not be turned away from a region because of server degradation or disrepair.

For cloud platforms, FIP system design can be guided by the following observations based on real-world cloud workloads and failure patterns.

First, a majority of VMs that customers are running belong to smaller VM types that can be accommodated on a degraded mode server without impacting their performance. For example, Table 1 shows a breakdown of core hours by VM type at Azure. VMs with four or fewer cores account for 40-50% of all core hours and are small enough that they require only a small fraction of a server’s full capacity to achieve their expected performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requested Cores</th>
<th>Core-hours v3</th>
<th>Core-hours pre-v3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤ 2</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2,4]</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4,8]</td>
<td>21.5%</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8,16]</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;16</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Core counts for VMs introduced with 3rd-generation servers (v3) and with previous-generation servers (pre-v3).

Second, our study of server repair tickets at Azure reveals that the number of component failures per server is typically small compared to a server’s total component count. For example, for servers in Generation 3, 90% of servers that develop SSD and/or DIMM failures in a one-year period exhibit two or fewer failures. The most common failure patterns among those servers are one failed DIMM (36.5%) followed by one failed SSD (10.3%). Hence for the bulk of servers with failures, deactivating the affected components would reduce the server’s capacity by only a small fraction (recall that typical server configurations include 24-32 DIMMs and 6 SSDs) and not cause a significant amount of resource fragmentation. We note however that over long time periods, more than a few components will fail. To prevent resource stranding, any FIP system must thus control how many components can be deactivated in any degraded server.

Third, we find that FIP systems will still have to accommodate some repairs (albeit at a greatly reduced frequency) in order to satisfy capacity requirements. While servers with failures of degradable components are returned to online status, the capacity loss due to servers with failures of undegradable components (which will stay offline in the absence of repairs) is not acceptable.

The design and implementation of a complete FIP system pose multiple open challenges not captured in the simple vision above. For example, FIP requires accurate diagnostics, mechanisms to deactivate component pathways, a detailed understanding of how component deactivation impacts performance, policies to determine when to degrade (versus repair) a server, and a control plane that supports FIP (including the VM scheduler and automated diagnostics).

4 Hyrax System Design

Hyrax is a concrete implementation of the FIP idea and the first FIP system at a cloud provider. Hyrax implements a new “degraded” online server state on servers and in the control plane and changes multiple aspects of the offline workflow at Azure. Currently, Hyrax supports three degradable component
types: memory, SSDs, and fans.

Figure 6 provides an overview of server states in Hyrax. After a server is marked as suspect, results from Diagnostics are used by the Hyrax Policy (§5.1) to decide whether to degrade or repair. This policy applies first filters for degradable component types. Second, it verifies that diagnostics points to a specific pathway within this component type. Third, it applies a threshold on how many components of each type can be degraded. Degraded servers are created by deactivating the faulty component pathway (§5.1). Repairs are scheduled for undegradable component types, when diagnostics cannot identify the faulty component pathway, or if deactivation would cross the policy’s threshold. Degraded and repaired servers are subject to extensive testing (called Certification in §7).

Hyrax achieves $C_{Efficiency}$ via the policy’s thresholds. Currently, we never deactivate more than two components of any type. Empirically, we find that this is sufficient to prevent resource stranding. We provide a detailed sensitivity analysis in Section 7.4.

Hyrax achieves $C_{Performance}$ by characterizing how deactivating components affects VM performance for different VM types. This allows Hyrax to decide whether the remaining healthy components are sufficient for the server to continue serving VMs and which VM types it can serve without impacting user experience. Hyrax modifies the VM scheduler such that only the VM types whose performance requirements can be met are scheduled on the degraded server.

Hyrax minimizes repair tickets because many servers that are degraded instead of repaired will not encounter another fault during their deployed period. If degraded servers encounter another fault that cannot be degraded, Hyrax issues a single repair ticket and technicians repair all faults on the server at once. We call this technique “mini-batching”. Mini-batching effectively amortizes technician work like the journey to the server’s rack, identifying and opening the server, manual diagnosis, and record keeping.

Hyrax achieves $C_{Capacity}$ in two ways. First, the capacity an individual degraded server can lose is limited via the policy’s thresholds. Second, undegradable servers are not permanently left offline without repairs. We consider a range of different repair schedules (§7).

We discuss technical details of the Hyrax server design in Section 5 and the Hyrax policy and control plane in Section 6.

Figure 6: Server states in Hyrax.

5 Hyrax Servers

Hyrax seeks to convert an offline server with one or multiple faulty component pathways into a degraded server that can host VMs. Hyrax focuses on memory, SSD, and fans as the most common degradable components (§3). This section describes how to deactivate these three component pathways and associated performance implications.

5.1 Component Pathway Deactivation

The key challenge is making component deactivation comprehensive enough so that faults are effectively hidden. Hyrax achieves this by deactivating components using combined firmware and software mechanisms.

Memory pathway. Hyrax targets memory errors that cannot be resolved by existing, fine-grained mitigations [8, 13, 35, 55, 67]. Common causes are uncorrectable errors across a DIMM’s banks/ranks, connector problems, or too many faulty rows. Hyrax exploits a rarely-documented firmware (BIOS) feature, called Rank Enable BitMask. On Azure servers, this setting offers a bitmask for each channel, on each memory controller (MC), and on each socket. Each bitmask controls which of the DIMM’s ranks on this channel are included in memory interleaving. Azure diagnostics currently only provides DIMM-level information, so Hyrax deactivation always excludes all ranks on a DIMM. Excluding an entire DIMM means that this DIMM’s memory is not assigned an address. Furthermore, the MC will not attempt to control or refresh any data on that DIMM’s memory chips. Figure 7a shows examples of deactivating one DIMM (0x3) as well as the whole memory pathway (0x0).

Hyrax has two ways to set the Rank Enable BitMask. If the server is able to boot a minimal OS, Hyrax software directly sets the bitmask in the BIOS configuration flash. If the server does not boot, Hyrax can set the bitmask via the Baseboard Management Controller (BMC) on the management network.
SSD pathway. Server-local storage for VMs is striped across six NVMe drives. This configuration improves peak performance for IO-intensive VM types and facilitates bin packing hundreds of VM types with server-local storage. We modify the stripping software module to read a list of serial numbers to include into the stripe. To deactivate an SSD pathway, Hyrax deletes the drive’s serial number from the stripping configuration file. Additionally, we deactivate the SSD component pathways in the BIOS using an option called PCle Port Config (Figure 7b).

Fan pathway. No explicit deactivation is needed for fans. They are monitored by the BMC which emits frequent error messages in case of faults (e.g., zero or low RPM). Hyrax changes BMC firmware to filter out fan error messages for deactivated fan slots.

5.2 Achieving High Performance on FIP Servers

We describe performance challenges when deactivating memory and SSD pathways and how Hyrax overcomes them.

Memory pathway. Cloud servers maximize achievable memory bandwidth by interleaving cachelines across DIMM ranks on all memory channels on the same socket. Deactivating a DIMM limits the processor’s interleaving options and can significantly reduce VM memory bandwidth. Unfortunately, the resulting configuration is almost always outside CPU specifications, known as DIMM population rules [11, 31, 38].

To understand the performance impact of undocumented interleaving from deactivating DIMMs, we experiment with a common production server configuration. This server has two memory controllers per socket (MC0 and MC1), three memory channels per controller (A-C on MC0 and D-F on MC1), and two DIMMs per channel (e.g., A1, A2).

Figure 8 shows memory bandwidth for this server configuration measured in four scenarios: all DIMMs enabled, only DIMM A1 deactivated, only DIMM A2 deactivated, or DIMM A1 and A2 deactivated. We measure the memory bandwidth with a Memory Latency Checker (MLC) [30] for VMs ranging from 4-32 cores and show averages across 10 runs for each VM size. Error bars indicate the worst-performing run for each VM size. We observe mean bandwidth loss between 0 to 36% depending on which and how many DIMMs are deactivated. Additionally, we observe that even for the same configuration, there is a significant variance between runs with worst case bandwidth loss up to 82%. Such outliers are not acceptable for deployment. We next explain the underlying reasons and then explain our mitigation.

We find that the inflexibility inherent in channel interleaving is the reason for the bandwidth loss. While a server can have multiple interleaving configurations for different ranks (called sets), each set must either alternate between MCs or just focus on a single MC. Consequently, cross-MC-interleaving requires the same capacity in participating channels on both MCs. To better understand the subtleties involved in interleaving we use a custom firmware debug mode that prints interleaving sets and participating channels. Figure 9 compares the interleaving we observe on healthy versus degraded servers for a single CPU socket on a common platform.

Figure 9a shows interleaving for a healthy server, which
contains a 32GB and a 16GB DIMM per channel\(^5\). For example, channel A on MC0 contains the 32GB DIMM A1 with ranks A1R1 and A1R2 and a 16GB DIMM A2. Cachelines are interleaved across all six 32GB DIMMs and across all six 16GB DIMMs. Interleaving across all channels creates a uniform address space with 114GB/s, i.e., a sixfold increase over a single channel (19GB/s).

Figure 9b shows a degraded server with C1 (32GB) deactivated. Since symmetry is required within an interleaving set, both C1 and F1 are removed from the first set and as a result, the server interleaves only across the four remaining 32 GB DIMMS. On the other hand, since all 6 16GB DIMMs are still active, the processor continues to interleave across all 6 DIMMs achieving the full 114 GB/s for their part of the address space (note that the 16GB DIMMs now make up the top part of the address space). As F1 is active, but not part of any set so far its capacity remains as non-interleaved (19GB/s). This creates a non-uniform address space with 38% of pages at 114GB/s, 50% at 76GB/s, and 12% at 19GB/s.

A degraded server with two deactivated DIMMs further complicates interleaving sets. Figure 9c shows the interleaving that results when A2 (16GB) and E1 (32GB) are deactivated. With deactivated DIMMs having different sizes, the resulting interleaving sets do not align with full DIMMs and instead use individual ranks (1/2 of a DIMM). The first interleaving set uses A1’s first rank (A1R1) and five 16GB DIMMs (B2-F2) achieving the full 114GB/s. The second set uses A1’s second rank (A1R2) and the first ranks from DIMMs C1, D1, F1 achieving 76GB/s. The third set uses the second rank from C1 and F1. Two final sets interleaves across only a single channel using both ranks from B1 and D1’s second rank. This results in an address space with 40% of pages at 114GB/s, 27% at 76GB/s, 13% at 38GB/s, and 20% at 19GB/s.

The main problem with varying peak bandwidth in different address ranges is that it makes VM memory performance on these servers unpredictable. As the OS and hypervisor are unaware of bandwidth differences across the address space the performance of a VM will vary depending on where in the address space its memory gets allocated. A naïve implementation of Hyrax would allocate VMs with a mix of pages leading to low-bandwidth outliers as shown in Figure 8.

To mitigate bandwidth variance on a degraded server, we must know the exact address map that maps address ranges to their achievable peak bandwidth. Unfortunately, reading the interleaving configuration usually requires debugging output that is typically not available. While we can test the memory bandwidth of the entire address space, we found this to be slow and inaccurate. Instead, we conceptually group different deactivation scenarios into equivalence classes, where scenari-\(^5\)os in the same class result in the same address map, and store the resulting address map in a distributed database (§6). For example, deactivating a single DIMM leads to two equivalence classes depending on the DIMM size of the deactivated DIMM: The first class includes all scenarios where any one of the 32GB DIMMS fails (and the resulting map would be the image in Figure 9b) and the second class includes all scenarios where one of the 16GB DIMMs fails. Deactivating two DIMMs leads to ten equivalence classes, in addition to two DIMM sizes, interleaving changes with the two DIMMs being on the same channel, within the same MC, in a symmetric or asymmetric position on another MC.

Note that our discussion above focused on only one socket. Since interleaving on different (cache-coherent) CPU sockets happens independently, it is sufficient to characterize one socket. We validated equivalence classes by testing almost all 276 possible combinations. Deactivating three DIMMs leads to 2024 combinations and a multitude of equivalence classes — Hyrax thus deactivates at most two DIMMs and repairs three or more DIMM failures. A sensitivity analysis in § 7.4 will show that disabling larger numbers of DIMMs does also not provide significant gains in terms of repair savings.

Once we know the address map, we employ page coloring in the OS/hypervisor memory manager (MM) to assign the same color to pages that are in address regions with equal bandwidth. For example, in Figure 9 we assign colors 0, 1, 2, 3 to pages within a 19, 38, 76, 114 GB/s region, respectively. Each VM type comes with a preferred page color, which is set based on core count. Figure 8 shows that color 0 is sufficient for 2-core VMs. Color 1 is sufficient for 4-6 cores, color 2 for 8-12 cores, and color 3 for above 16 cores. Older generations of VMs sometimes run on new servers, while originally being created for servers with a lower per-channel bandwidth and four (instead of six) channels. Thus, old VM types do not even require color 3 and often use colors 0 and 1.

One could use this coloring scheme to guarantee performance at all times by exposing the amount of available memory for each color to the scheduler. However, to reduce coupling between control plane services, we do not expose this level of detail to the VM scheduler. So, large VMs may be allocated using colors below their bandwidth expectation if no higher colors are currently available on the server. Thus, Hyrax offers only a best-effort guarantee. Empirically, we find that this is sufficient since these cases are exceedingly rare (§7).

**SSD pathway.** The SSD pathway is simple compared to memory. In a fully healthy server, local VM storage is striped across six NVMe drives. VM types are capacity and rate limited (IOPS and bandwidth). When deactivating one NVMe drive, aggregate throughput remains sufficient for even the largest VM type. Deactivating two NVMe drives leads to sufficient throughput for all except the largest VM type. Hyrax thus never schedules this VM type on degraded servers with only four active NVMe drives. Hyrax never deactivates more

---

\(^5\)The combination of 32GB and 16GB DIMM within one channel is a common configuration to reach target memory-to-core ratios in cloud compute servers of recent years. We discuss this configuration since our experiments with custom firmware happened to run on it. Interleaving on a 32GB/32GB server behaves similarly.
than two NVMe drives and this failure case is rare.

**Fan pathway.** Due to cooling overprovisioning, deactivating up to two fans leads to no performance loss.

### 6 Hyrax Control Plane

The Hyrax control plane consists of two new distributed services that implement the Hyrax policy and many changes to existing control plane services, including the VM scheduler.

#### 6.1 Hyrax Policy

The Hyrax Policy has two roles (recall Figure 6). First, it interprets diagnostics and sets constraints on which components are degradable. Second, it ensures that degraded servers meet $C_{\text{Capacity}}$.

To perform the first role, the Hyrax Policy specifies for each server type how many component pathways of each type can be deactivated at once. While Hyrax can adapt to a wide range of thresholds, for our purposes we use two DIMMs, two SSDs, and two fans. These thresholds are guided by common failure scenarios (Section 3) and performance observations (Section 5). Hyrax schedules repairs for any server with more than two faulty component pathways of the same type or any other failure diagnosis. The Policy also includes an extensive mapping list of diagnostic results to valid component pathways. For example, SSD pathways can appear as IO errors, timeouts, and PCIe errors. Diagnostics for SSD failures can sometimes point to PCIe ports and slots that have different (non-SSD) devices or even no device — for these the Hyrax Policy would just schedule the server for repair.

To ensure $C_{\text{Performance}}$, the Hyrax Policy maps every degraded server configuration to a capacity and performance profile (CPP). The CPP defines the exact server capacity and performance equivalence class ($\S$5). Based on the CPP, Hyrax defines the set of allowable VM types that can run on a degraded server and still meet their SLAs. For example, servers with two DIMMs deactivated on the same channel do not have any page of color 3. This server thus cannot host latest-generation VMs with more than 16 cores. A server with two deactivated SSDs cannot host the largest VM type.

#### 6.2 Control Plane

Deactivating component pathways leads to heterogeneous server configurations within a cluster. This requires changes across service and team boundaries. Figure 10 shows a simplified view of Azure’s control plane. We change three and add two new control plane systems.

Let’s consider a server that starts in healthy state and encounters an SSD failure. (1) The Server Health Monitor (SHM) detects NVMe read errors and follows the offlining workflow ($\S2$). (2) Diagnostics reports the SSD component pathway to the Hyrax Policy (6). (3) The policy decides to start the deactivation workflow and communicates with a server-local daemon to deactivate that SSD (4). The deactivated SSD’s serial number is also passed to the new Hyrax Inventory system. (4) After deactivation, the server is tested in the certification step. In the rare event that diagnostics leads Hyrax to deactivate the wrong pathway ($\S3$), it would be detected in this step, e.g., during load testing. After passing certification, the server is onlined. As multiple control plane services might cache the server’s capacity, onlining requires Hyrax to invalidate caches throughout the control plane including the VM scheduler. (5) The Hyrax Inventory shares the server’s capacity and performance profile (CPP) with the VM scheduler ($\S6.3$). Internally, our inventory tracks server state as a delta to the existing Datacenter Inventory. The delta consists of the serial numbers and slots of deactivated components, which remains small enough to fit into a single inventory server’s memory. (6) The Hyrax Inventory sends active serial numbers and slots to the SHM. The SHM only checks for these active components, which prevents the SHM from triggering warnings over missing components which have been deactivated.

There are additional changes in downstream services not shown here. For example, it was previously uncommon for servers to have multiple concurrent failures, so repair tickets used to be issued only for a single component type. With Hyrax, it is common for repair tickets to include multiple different component types. For example, there are no tickets for a server with two DIMM failures. However, if the two DIMM failures are later followed by any failures for an undegradable component (e.g., the NIC) the repair ticket will involve two different component types. To minimize repair tickets, Hyrax changed the ticket workflow and retrained technicians to repair multiple different component types at once, with a single ticket (mini-batching).

#### 6.3 VM scheduling policy

Hyrax requires three changes to VM scheduling and an optional optimization. First, the VM scheduler consumes Hyrax Inventory to calculate hardware resources for individual servers instead of a single lookup to obtain a cluster’s homogeneous server type. The overhead of this lookup is negligible as servers moving from offline to online state is
At a high level, we find that diagnostic accuracy is high. Second, we extend filter rules (§2) to enforce Hyrax’s CPP, i.e., which VM types can be placed on every server. Third, we change the definition of a cluster’s “capacity reserve”. The capacity reserve exists for multiple reasons, including to have a target to migrate VMs to when a server shows signs of failing soon. A key component of the capacity reserve is to have some healthy empty servers (HES) that are able to host any kind of VM, including full-server VMs that use all of a server’s capacity. Degraded servers are not able to host all full-server VMs. We thus exclude them from being counted as HES.

Finally, we change a preference rule to optimize scheduling. Since degraded servers cannot be counted as HES, we prefer fully-healthy servers to become empty and stay empty. Our change updates rules to prefer placing VMs on degraded servers over healthy servers, provided no other rule takes precedence. By doing this we increase HES counts which allows placing more VMs into clusters.

### 6.4 Hyrax Diagnostics

Hyrax builds on an existing automated monitoring and diagnostics system. This system’s output is targeted at humans and includes information on which component type is faulty and its location. To use this system, we add an interpreter that maps diagnostic results to valid Hyrax component pathways. As part of this design, we analyzed four years of repair ticket logs at Azure. This analysis shows the accuracy of the diagnostic system and how Hyrax handles inaccurate or incomplete diagnoses. Specifically, we rely on notes from human technicians, who worked on the tickets in our history of repair logs. These notes indicate whether the diagnosis was correct, including whether the right component was identified.

At a high level, we find that diagnostic accuracy is high. For example, across all tickets in 2021, 96.4% accurately identify the component type at fault. For a more detailed view, Figure 11 shows a breakdown of all diagnoses made in 2021, outlining the different scenarios that arise and how they impact Hyrax’s operation.

We make two interesting observations: First, diagnostic accuracy is lower for diagnoses pointing to an undegradable component: 10% of tickets labelled with an undegradable component are inaccurate (accounting for 2.7% of all tickets). Fortunately, this type of misdiagnosis is relatively benign. Hyrax will take the server offline (for potential later repair), which is the intended behavior if the actual faulty component is indeed undegradable. It is however a missed opportunity to keep the server running in degraded mode if the true fault is in a degradable component.

Second, diagnostic accuracy is very high for diagnoses pointing to a degradable component: 98.8% of tickets labelled as degradable do accurately identify the component type at fault. Within these, some diagnoses are incomplete, where the correct component type is specified, but location information is missing (e.g., the diagnosis indicates a DIMM problem, but does not specify a DIMM slot). More precisely, 3.8% of the accurately diagnosed degradable tickets (corresponding to 2.8% of all tickets) are missing location information which leads Hyrax to offline the server despite the fact that the faulty component is degradable. These tickets thus also represent a missed opportunity for degraded mode operation.

The last scenario we need to consider is the 1.2% of degradable tickets that contain an inaccurate diagnosis pointing to the wrong component type. These make up only 0.9% of all tickets, but their impact on Hyrax is less obvious. In the best case, Hyrax will try to deactivate the specified pathway and certification testing (recall §4) fails since this is not the faulty component. Failing certification testing with any degraded component automatically triggers an investigation both by a technician and by the Hyrax on-call team. In the worst case, the server passes certification testing and returns to serve customer VMs despite the fact that the true faulty component has not been degraded or repaired. This can lead to negative user experience as VMs may be scheduled on the server and they may get interrupted if the server is offline again. Such repeat offlineing of the same server also happens for technician repairs. In fact, our preliminary data indicates that the rate at which repaired servers are offline again is comparable to such inaccurate decisions by Hyrax. This is likely because technicians rely on the same automated diagnostics and certification process as Hyrax.

We conclude by noting that diagnostic accuracy has continuously improved over the past years. Figure 12 shows the breakdown of repair tickets for three different hardware generations (Gen 2–4) by year since deployment. We observe that accuracy has improved from generation to generation, and also that accuracy improves over time within a particular hardware generation. Both the fraction of tickets with missing location and tickets with inaccurate fault code have decreased over the years. The reason is a concerted effort by the diagnostic team at Azure to add more coverage of various fault codes as well as improvements based on technician feedback.

![Figure 11: Accuracy of automated fault diagnostics at Azure and their impact on Hyrax.](image-url)
7 Evaluation

7.1 Evaluation Setup

We use two types of setups in our evaluation of Hyrax. First, we evaluate Hyrax on production servers to characterize its performance and ability to mitigate faulty components. Our evaluation focuses on 3rd-generation servers which have been deployed for 2-3 years. Second, to measure cluster-level impacts on repairs and VM scheduling over six years, we use trace-driven large-scale cluster-level simulations.

7.1.1 Server experiments

We use production server hardware and synthetically inject failures using a commercial memory error injector (MEI) that interposes on the DDR memory bus [29]. We also perform real failure tests by intercepting nodes after Diagnostics flags a memory fault, but before a repair ticket is issued ($\S$4).

We measure latency and bandwidth with Intel MLC [30] from inside VMs on healthy and degraded servers. MLC characterizes worst-case performance as it is more sensitive to deteriorated latency and bandwidth than any real-world application we’ve tested. We compare three implementations.

- **Hyrax**: Coloring approach based on 1GB hypervisor page table entries ($\S$4)
- **Naïve**: Hypervisor randomly allocates VM memory among free pages
- **Interleaving**: 4KB-interleaving in hypervisor page tables

Our tests cover Intel servers from generations 3-5 and a subsequent (not yet deployed) generation. We report measurements from the 3rd generation as results from other generations are qualitatively the same. A typical 3rd-generation server uses two Intel Skylake processors (96 threads total). Each socket is equipped with six DDR4 channels with a 32GB and a 16GB DIMM per channel. Memory interleaving is enabled across all ranks on the same socket; thus, the OS/hypervisor sees two NUMA nodes. There are six data SSDs using 960GB NVMe drives. The server runs Azure’s production-grade hypervisor and software stack. VMs are allocated with a 1GB page size.

7.1.2 Large-scale simulations

We replay VM, failure and repair ticket traces in a simulated environment, using the Azure production VM scheduler code base. The traces span 66 clusters that host general-purpose VMs from regions in the US and Europe. With only 2-3 years of real failure traces for 3rd-generation servers, we model future failures with the help of 1st and 2nd-generation failure traces. The simulator models Hyrax’s control plane components (Figure 10) including Hyrax and all server states (Figure 6).

We compare two designs.

- **Hyrax**: Hyrax enables degraded server states and repairs servers with undegradable components and above thresholds ($\S$4).
- **AoN**: All-or-Nothing repairs all hardware faults.

We simulate four possible repair schedules: issuing an immediate repair ticket (IR) and scheduling batch repairs every 3, 6, or 12 months (3m, 6m, 12m). For IR, we sample actual repair delays from Azure production datacenters. For batch repairs, we assume a hypothetical schedule where repairs are immediately effective at 3, 6, or 12 months. This batch repair schedule is unlikely how batch repairs would actually be implemented in practice. Instead, its purpose is to show a hypothetical and simplified schedule that could also reduce repair work, to highlight the impact of degraded mode operation. For each repair schedule, we compare the number of repair tickets, repair trips, resource availability and impact on arriving VMs under Hyrax and AoN.

We cross-validate the simulator for AoN relative to real-world clusters with the same failures and VM workloads. Due to the inherent randomness in placement decisions, repeated runs have small deviations. Across runs on 10 clusters, simulation of AoN and real-world metrics are within 0.25%. Overall, our simulations required more than 80,000 CPU hours.

7.2 Correctness

In this section, we use production server measurements to demonstrate that Hyrax can correctly deactivate component paths and thereby avoid future faults on a path. Due to space constraints, we focus on memory faults and omit qualitatively-similar SSD experiments.

**Synthetic failures.** We measure memory error rates with the MEI placed on a given DIMM slot and either activate all ranks (no-Hyrax) or deactivate the corresponding slot (Hyrax). We target the MEI to corrupt bits matching a single row address and start a VM on the same CPU socket. The VM runs MLC in the peak bandwidth setting. Under no-Hyrax, we observe
7.3 Performance

In this section, we demonstrate that Hyrax can successfully mitigate any VM performance impact of degraded mode operation. For space reasons, we focus on the more complex case of memory performance (memory latency and bandwidth).

Server-level experiments. Figure 13 compares VM memory bandwidth of Hyrax and Naïve on a degraded server to a healthy server. The degraded server has A1 and A2 deactivated. Hyrax allocates the VM using colors 0-3, depending on VM core count ($\S 4$). We find that memory bandwidth under Hyrax is within 1% of the healthy server. In contrast, Naïve’s performance is highly variable with mean bandwidth up to 36% lower and worst-case bandwidth up to 82% lower than on the healthy server.

We also tested memory latency. In all three systems, and across all experiments, the unloaded memory latency reported by MLC for the degraded server remains within 5% of the healthy server.

Large-scale page coloring simulations. The previous experiment focused on a single VM in isolation for one particular failure pattern. For a more complete view of VM performance under Hyrax we use simulations that are driven by actual traces of VM arrivals and departures to capture the effect of VM churn and also simulate component deactivation based on real failure traces to capture the rich set of failure patterns that arise in practice. (The traces come from our cluster simulations in $\S 7.4$). We play back these VM events in server-level simulations of the three memory allocation policies: Hyrax page coloring, page interleaving, and Naïve.

Figure 14 shows the percentage of VMs with less than 95% and 99% of the bandwidth of a healthy server, both for VM aggregate bandwidth (left) and bandwidth of the VM’s worst page (right). With Hyrax, fewer than 0.16% of VMs see bandwidth on their worst page that is lower than 99% of the worst-page bandwidth achieved on a healthy server. VM aggregate bandwidth under Hyrax is even closer to that of a healthy server.

Page interleaving also results in a low percentage of VMs that achieve less than 95-99% of the aggregate memory bandwidth of a healthy server. However, more than half of VMs include at least one memory page with significantly lower bandwidth. We also note that page interleaving increases a VM’s page table by orders of magnitude. This leads to a high rate of TLB misses and increased memory access latency. In practice, we know that memory access latency is even more important than bandwidth — internal production workloads lose 5-15% of performance for small page sizes. Thus, interleaving is not practical.

Naïve is compatible with large page sizes but more than 2% of VMs achieve less than 95% of the aggregate bandwidth goal. This grows to 3.5% for a goal of 99% and above 50% when considering the worst page in a VM. While Naïve performs well on average, tail performance matters at scale.

7.4 Large-scale Cluster Simulations

We turn to large-scale cluster simulations to characterize Hyrax’s impact on repair tickets, repair trips, cluster resource availability and user impact. We consider four different repair modes: Azure’s process of immediately scheduling a repair ticket (IR) and hypothetical repair batching policies with three different intervals (3 months, 6 months, 12 months).

Repair tickets. We begin by measuring for each repair mode the percentage of all hardware failures that result in a repair ticket, i.e. the failures that require a technician to perform...
We observe that Hyrax significantly reduces repair trips under immediate repairs (IR). While under AoN every hardware failure results in a repair trip, under Hyrax, on average 55% of these repair trips can be avoided by deactivating the affected component.

Repair trips. We compare the number of repair trips required under Hyrax and AoN, i.e. the number of times when a technician needs to travel to a cluster. Figure 15b shows the number of repair trips normalized by the number of hardware failures.

We observe that Hyrax significantly reduces repair trips under immediate repairs (IR). While under AoN every hardware failure results in a repair trip, under Hyrax, on average 55% of these repair trips can be avoided by deactivating the affected component.

Under batch repairs, the number of repair trips to a cluster is upper-bounded to once every \( x \) months, where \( x \) is the repair interval. Interestingly, Hyrax still provides improvements over AoN, albeit smaller than for IR. For example, for a batch repair interval of 3 months Hyrax reduces repair trips by around 20% (mean and median across clusters). Every saved repair trip results from a 3 month interval in which Hyrax was able to handle all failures with component deactivation.

Lost available core-hours. This metric quantifies the impact of the repair operating model on the availability of cluster hardware resources. In particular, we consider the percentage of a cluster’s total core-hours (i.e. number of cores in the cluster multiplied by cluster lifetime) that are lost, i.e., a core physically exists in the cluster, but is not available to run VMs due to one of two reasons: (1) A server is offline for repairs; (2) Due to resource fragmentation some of a server’s cores cannot be allocated to VMs because of limited availability of another resource (DIMMs or SSDs) [40]. Hyrax might exacerbate resource fragmentation as it might deactivate multiple components of one type, making it harder to utilize the remaining components.

Figure 15c shows that under a batch repair schedule Hyrax significantly reduces the loss of available core-hours. Hyrax keeps servers running (albeit with reduced capacity) after degradable component failures, rather than taking the entire server offline until the next scheduled batch repair. The improvement in the median lost core-hours of Hyrax over AoN ranges from 38% for a 3m interval to 55% for a 12m interval.

Interestingly, we observe that Hyrax improves loss in available core-hours even in the IR repair schedule. The median loss in core-hours is 9% lower under Hyrax than AoN. The reason is that immediate repairs are not truly immediate - typical repair times are on the order of days, but can sometimes take much longer, depending on component availability. In
ость, deactivating components is consistently fast.

**Rerouting of VMs.** When a cluster’s available resources are insufficient to host an arriving VM, the VM is rerouted to a different cluster. Rerouting of VMs can negatively impact user experience as it increases the time until a VM gets started. Figure 15d shows the percentage of arriving VMs that are being rerouted under Hyrax versus AoN.

Under IR, the fraction of VMs that get rerouted is very small for both Hyrax and AoN. While it is identical (zero) in the median for both policies, the mean is slightly lower (4% reduction) under Hyrax as it decreases lost core hours in some clusters with many failures.

When moving to batch repair schedules, Hyrax provides clear improvements over AoN, ranging from an average 38% reduction in rerouted VMs for 3 month batch repairs to an average 64% reduction for 12 month batch repairs. These improvements are a direct consequence of the reduced loss in system capacity (core-hours) under Hyrax compared to AoN.

**TCO impacts.** Server repairs account for 9 to 12% of TCO ($2), and Hyrax reduces repair tickets by an average of 55% across the simulated clusters ($7.4). However, repairs frequently involve multiple components as well as undiagnosed failures, which extends repair times by about 15%. Thus, Hyrax reduces technician time by about 48%, which translates to a 4.5 to 6% reduction in TCO.

**Sensitivity to Hyrax’s deactivation thresholds.** Our implementation of Hyrax chooses its deactivation threshold of two per component type to reduce complexity. Figure 16 shows how different choices of thresholds impact available core hours, available memory hours, repair tickets and rerouted VMs. The numbers in the figure represent the ratio of Hyrax to AoN for a batch interval of 3m. Darker color shading corresponds to better results.

We observe that available system capacity (core-hours as well as memory hours) does not improve/change significantly beyond a threshold of one DIMM and one SSD. The reduction in number of repair tickets and rerouted VMs under Hyrax continues to increase as thresholds increase, however, returns are diminishing past a threshold of two DIMMs and two SSDs. One of the reasons is that it is very rare that more than two DIMMs and/or more than two SSDs fail in the same server, so these scenarios have little impact on key metrics.

In conclusion, increasing the thresholds beyond two per component type provides very limited gains while increasing system complexity, e.g. in handling servers with very low performance due to a large number of degraded components.

**Sensitivity to different regions.** Figure 1 shows that Hyrax performs similarly across the US and EU region.

**Sensitivity to server generation.** We also simulated a full deployment of Hyrax on 4th-generation servers. Figure 12 shows that this generation has an overall lower percentage of degradable components. Hyrax’s benefits are thus slightly less pronounced on this server generation. However, as diagnostics has improved over time for 2nd and 3rd-generation servers, 4th-generation servers may also improve in the future.

### 8 Related Work

Our work is the first work to explore degraded mode operation in the context of VM compute servers and at the scale of a cloud platform.

**Datacenters that fail-in-place.** Related to our work are the general efforts toward lights-out data centers such as containerized datacenters [23, 65], underwater datacenters [10], and zero-maintenance storage systems [49, 50]. In our evaluation, AoN with high batch repair intervals (12m) represents these approaches. Unfortunately, the loss in availability or cost (hardware, power, space) to make up for this loss is prohibitive without degraded mode.

**Mechanisms to implement fail-in-place.** We borrowed the term degraded mode from RAID systems [51], where upon failure of a drive, the system seamlessly continues to operate until the failed drive is replaced, however at reduced capacity and reduced performance.

There are many existing fault-tolerance approaches that use component-internal redundancy [8, 25, 34, 44, 52, 55, 67, 68]. Hyrax targets the left-over failures not already covered by these approaches. It can be viewed as taking degraded mode to the extreme and applied to even combinations across different devices. As such, Hyrax has different requirements that raises novel challenges ($4$).

**Improving repairs and redundancy.** Recent efforts for reducing the reliance on human technicians in lights-out datacenters explore the use of robots to replace hardware components [56]. Currently, this technology is not sufficiently capable, versatile and economical to be deployed at scale. Our work presents a solution that can be deployed immediately in today’s systems.

Finally, systems that require no or minimal repairs throughout their lifetime are common in the context of embedded systems, for example, as part of autonomous vehicles, airplanes or satellites [6, 14, 47, 73]. However, these are special purpose systems with specialized components and significant redundancy. In contrast, we are exploring whether a cluster based on commodity data center components can operate with no or minimal repair throughout its lifetime through the use of fail-in-place.

### 9 Deployment Experience and Discussion

Hyrax reduces repair tickets while maintaining cluster capacity, VM scheduling, and VM performance. We discuss deployment experience and broader issues.

**Deploying incrementally.** Hyrax requires changes across teams that have not previously interfaced, including hypervi-
sor software engineers, hardware validation teams, and data-center staffing. Such a large project requires years to achieve visibility and alignment. During this process, we developed variants of Hyrax that could be deployed incrementally and fly largely under the radar. Our first increment focused on deactivating a single SSD in clusters without impacts on VM scheduling due to spare capacity and bandwidth. Further, we shortcut offline state changes as we could pinpoint some SSD failures without diagnostics. Our shortcut quickly migrated VMs away, rebooted the server, and deactivated the faulty SSD without leaving the online server state. Building in increments increased visibility and buy-in across Azure which facilitated far-reaching changes to VM scheduling and offline server workflows. Overall, Hyrax demonstrates the feasibility of overcoming ossification in large software stacks.

Reduced benefits due to non-optimized software paths. The server state diagram in Figure 6 and the control plane overview in Figure 10 are vastly simplified. In principle, a degradable server should be able to return online within half an hour (after a reboot). However, before Hyrax, repairs took multiple days and sometimes even weeks, e.g., due to supply chain issues. Thus, the duration of offline states and transitions did not matter. Under Hyrax, returning to online has to wait for these states, which takes multiple hours in production.

An early variant shortcuts the offline state and returned servers to online within minutes. Unfortunately, the deployment scale of this variant is limited as few faults can be recognized as degradable without deep diagnosis. The limited scale of the shortcut variant and the slowness of Hyrax’s offline implementation currently limits Hyrax’s ability to improve cluster capacity. This is reflected in our simulations (§7).

The usefulness of simulations and quantitative data. We tested significant parts of the production code for inventory and state management in a mocked-up environment driven by simulated failures. Our large-scale simulations also helped convince engineering teams to help with large-scale changes. For example, we initially faced significant skepticism towards mini-batching. This was partly due to multiple past efforts that had tried and failed to implement mini-batching. These past efforts had cemented the idea that multiple components failing at once is a very rare occurrence. Simulations showed that Hyrax led to a high occurrence of mini-batched tickets.

Tailoring automated diagnostics for FIP. While our work shows that FIP can work with existing diagnostics systems, there is still room for improvement, including fine-grained diagnostics to find individual faulty cores and to improve locating other component paths (§6.4). We also find subtle shortcomings in diagnostics systems due to their focus on technician repairs. For example, current diagnostics systems prefer not to issue a ticket when they cannot reproduce a failure and pinpoint a specific repair action. This is required due to the high cost of false positives, i.e., calling a technician and replacing a component when the underlying component was not actually faulty. The flip side is a higher rate of false negatives, which we observe as repeated failures on the same server. Hyrax’s automation may open up a path towards improving cloud reliability and availability. Specifically, a FIP system could tolerate a higher rate of false positives (as they lead to a negligible capacity impact), and in exchange achieve lower false negative rates.

Interaction with class failures. An early practical concern at Azure was how Hyrax interacts with the occurrence of class failures, which is a recall of a large set of components of similar types from the same manufacturing period. Over three years, we found class failures affecting multiple PSU, DIMM, and CPU models, and one SSD model. Class failures often lead to an expectation of increased failure rates which may affect availability. Thus, associated components are typically proactively swapped out for new components. While class failures cause only about 5% of repair tickets, they often affect a large percentage of servers in the same cluster at once. If the number of affected components in a server is below Hyrax’s thresholds, degraded mode can be an effective mitigation. However, deactivating many components at once may negatively affect VM scheduling. Thus, when we look back at three years of class failures, Hyrax would have only been effective in mitigating one out of about a dozen of class failures.

Implications for new datacenter environments. Our findings affect how one might design a future datacenter. In short, Hyrax reduces repair needs but does not obviate the need for repairs entirely. Specifically, the capacity loss after 6 to 10 years of deployment without repairs exceeds the cost savings of most new datacenter designs. We thus expect to see continued need for individual component replacement.

Hyrax’s reduction in the number of repairs may be sufficient to offset the additional repair time introduced by some designs, such as new cooling techniques [33, 72]. Specifically, we find that Hyrax enables datacenter designs that result in repairs that take about twice as long. When repair times take much longer, TCO will increase even with Hyrax. This might be the case for some server and datacenter designs including extremely dense servers [15–18, 21, 27, 28, 36], connector-less server designs with soldered-on components [45], or datacenters in hard-to-reach locations, such as sealed containers on the ocean floor [10].
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